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Monday, November 21, 19n

.

BEIRUT, LEBANON'(UPI) ~ Menahem) Begin, that he's serving
Egypt's President Anwar Sadat the Zionists. And then he goes and
Sunday painted his Arab. ad- makes an anti,Zionist speech before
versaries into a corner.
the Knesset and world television."
Amid a raging storm of Arab
Some diplomats here believed
- criticism charging Sadat planned to Arab criticism had gone so far that
sell .out the Arabs and the it would be impossible· for the
Palestinians to conclude a separate Arabs or Palestinians to praise"the
agreement with Israel, the Egyptian Sadat speech.
leader in a har.d-line speech to the
What seemed most likely was a
Israeli · Knesset called for with- gradual rollback of criticism. among
drawal from occupied Arab lands the more moderate Arab and
and establishment of a Palestinian Palestinian leaders.
state.
Arab critics were expected to
These are two demands Israel has gloss over the Knesset speech,
flatly rejected.
"If you have· found the legal· and
moral justification to establish a
national home on a territory which
was not all yours,'' Sadat said in
the first address by an Arab leader
to Israel's parliament, "then you
had better understand the' determination of the people of P{llestine
By ROBERT ALMY
to establish their own state once
LOBO Staff Writer
more in their homeland.''
SANTA FE-The Board of
They were blunt words and a Educational Finance (BEF) decided
strong defense of the Arab stand.
Friday to recommend a $6.08
But virtually aiL P~lestinian and million increase in the UNM budget
Arab leaders had already branded and to raise UNM tuition by $18.
Sadat a traitor fo.r even going to
The board also gave final 'apIsrael. One pro-syrian Palestinian proval to the $10 increase in fees
group called for his assassination. passed by the Regents on Nov. 9.
The
Palestine
Liberation
The BEF recommendation was
Organization has called for an $42,747,584 for the 1978-79 budget
urgent Arab summit to counter the and was a "significant increase"
"Sadat-Begin plot."
.over this years' budget, said John
"Well, they're in a corner now," Perovich, UNM vice-president for
said a senior'diplomat in Beirut in a business and finance.
reference to probable Arab policy
Perovich said part of the increase
· in the wake of the Sadat speech.
would cover increased costs from
"They
(the
Arabs
and . inflation, but an imponant part .is
Palestinians) are it!' tricky position $1.68 million which UNM can use
when it comes to tbe speech," he to hire f~culty and administrators
continued.
to reduce the size oflarger classes.
"They've been attacking the guy
Perovich said the BEF recom(Sadat) as a traitor, saying he's in mended faculty increases in
league with (Israeli Premier
sciences, fine arts,

The LOBO w'ill cease
publicBtion after the Wedne:rday i:r:rue to give thilnks for
a few years of editorial
Freedom. It will resume
publication the following Mon·
day.

.

focusing instead on· where it was band was looking .for the notes to
delivered and the fact that Sadat the
Egyptian
anthem.
had become the first Arab leader to , Ba'ded on the overture to a fiery
visit Israel and to "address the nationalist song made popular by
enemy parliament,'' as one Arab the ·singer Om Khalthoum, it is
diplomat put it.
titled, "Back to the old times, my
Meanwhile Israel government weapon, I long for you in my
protocol officials were busy with struggle."
preparations · as entire country
Officials at Ben-Gurion airport
anxiously awaited word from Cairo reviewed plans for receiving topabout President Anwar Sadat's level guests and ordered dry
willingness to begin a new era· in cleaning for the worn red carpet.
Arab-Israeli relations by coming to
They said an honor guard of
this countrY. for peace talks.
officer cadets would meet the plane
Military sources said the army and buglers would sound three

flourishes, There would be a 21-gun
salute and a presentation of flowers
and Sadat and Begin would make
friendly remarks from a stage.
On the streets of Tel Aviv,
Israelis
searched for every scrap of
·
news ab1;mt the visit.
"I'll believe if when I sec him on
television standing on the red carpet
at the airport," said Eliahli Furman, 66, a Soviet Jew who
emigrated to Israel three years ago
and earns his livin'g selling lottery
"
tickets.

Recommends $18 Increase

BEF Backs Tuition Hike

a

home economics, education,
math em a·t i c s,
business,
engineering, letters (Humanities
and English), foreign languages,
and the social sciences.
Perovich said if the New Mexico
legislature approves the recom-

Central Merchants
To Face City· Council
Central Avenue merchants are expected to troup to the City Council
meeting tonight to protest the city's decision to ban parking on the south
side of Central.
. The city began removing parking meters on the south side of Central
Tuesday, replacing them with "No Parking" signs.
· The move ·was made as. a result of a study by the City's Traffic
Engineering Division which recommended the action. The removal of
parked cars would improve the visibility between pedestrians and .
motorists, the study said.
Merchants said they fear the parking ban will discourage customers from
shopping at stores along Central. The meeting will be today at 4 p.m. in the
·
City Council chamber.·

lzzy Maintaining

!.

By REBEKAH SZYMANSKI
LOBO Managin·g Editor
This man hates candy. He'd probably
starve to death if everyone else hated it too.
He's a vending machine dispenser and his
job depends on how much candy, carbonated
beverages and cigarets the people around
campus consume.
Each day he makes sure that I 00 of the 200
vending machines at UNM are filled and in
good working condition. In many of the
candy machines that means 300 candy .bars,
and in the coke machines, about 24 cases of
12-ounce cans.
Monday through Friday he works from
8:30 in the morning to 5 in the afternoon and
he's been doing this for the past 12 years
-four of them at UNM.
Israel "Izzy" Alaniz says he likes what he
does for a living. "You're, on your own all
the time. You don't have your boss right
there with you," he says. ''And I like being
outside, I'm notin an office all day." .
.
· He says he also likes the job because he is
able to meet so many interesting people. But
sometimes it does have its drawbacks. Coins
have a habit of getting stuck inside vending
machines and when this happens, customers
have a habit of getting angry.
"Peoiple'think we make the machines stick
on purpose," lzzy says; ''They think we're
getting all. this profit when the machines keep
their money and don't give them their candy.
But that's not true. Sometimes the coins
catch on the wires in the slot. The wires get
dity and the aoins catch there. And anyway, I
always try to give them their money back."
(The profits from the v.ending machines go
to the UNM Scholarship Flmd.) ·
It doesn't take him long to find out when a·
machine has stuck. He can usually tell as
soon as he catches sight of one of them. Torn
pieces of notebook paper are frequently
taped next to coin slots.
"Nasty notes," he laughs. "Sometimes I·

mended budget, in coming years
Faculty increases will be necessary
in a few areas.
. The BEF makes its recommen dation to the Legislative
Finance Committee (LFC) and to
the Dept. of Finance. The LFC, an

The BEF recommended a 14 per
cent increase in tuition for UNM,
New Mexico State, New Mexico
lnstiitute
of
Mining
and
Technology and a 20 per cent increase in tuition for New Mexico
Highlands, Western New Mexico
and
Eastern
New
Mexico
University.
The increases in tuition and fees
raises costs from $260 to $288 for
an undergraduate resident student
carryi
a full class load in the
acatCieJmJcyear 1978-79;

Your_,,"!:l!!fl!tl.o

machine stole my money!' I still pay it back
though-most of the time.

"But sometimes people will add their
name to a list when they really haven't lost
any money. They do it just so they can get
some extra money. You can usually tell.

•

"Then there are some people who will do
really stupid things like writing their names
and addresses down saying they lost a dime.
Then they expect us to spend 13 cents on a
stamp and five cents on an envelope-just to ·
mail them the dime they lost. Mostly we just
make arrangements with the main office of
that particular building. We'll give someone
in there the money and the person will have
to go there to pick it up."
Izzy also comes across a Jot of dented
vending machines-caved in just under the
coin slots~from the fists or boots of angry
· customers who thought they'd been cheated.
(He places the base of his palm on the
imitation wood pane~ of a candy machine
and presses in.) "These machines aren't
cheap either,:• he says. "They cost about
$1,000 apiece. I have to service them too.
Sometimes the clear plastic in front of the
selections are punched through from people
trying to get some potato chips or something
for free.'' This has caused some of the
machines to come equipped with metal
protectors in front of the selections.They
look something like the doors of a jail cell.

.

lzzy Alaniz refills one of UNM's 200

LOBO photo by Rebekah

machines•

•

<'

interim legislative committee, meets
·on Dec. 13 to finish action on its
recommendation to the New
Mexico legislature,' The governor's
office, through the' Dept. of
Finance, will also make its
recommendation to the legislature
in January.

Izzy says that.what appears behind those
metal bars or'plastic windows is up to the
discresion of either nim or the other UNM
candy machine dispenser. He said the most
popular candies on campus are the brand
name bars-Mars in particular. "I fill at
least two of the slots with brand rtame barsthe kind that are 25 cents. ' 1 The rest he said
he usually varies. "Once in a while we'll get a
request. And we'll try to please the people
where the candy machine is at.''

I
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•

•
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Women Face Hot Issues

...

~

HOUSTON (UPI) The
!j National Women's Conference,
:>
already on record as favoring the
Equal Rights Amendment, turned
o Sunday to other controversial
.3.0 proposals that conservatives charge
;.., would destroy the American
~
family.
0
Still to be considered by about
8 2,000 delegates. to the historic
'B meeting of American women were

i:

such volatile issues as welfare, "railroaded" by a feminist
leadership seeking to destroy the
abortion and lesbian rights ..
family.
The feminist majority was
But ERA· activist Liz Ca~penter
overjoyed late Saturday night when
said
Sunday right wing groups are
the conference voted a resounding
trying
to use feminist causes to
endorsement for the proposed
Equal Rights Amendment, which promote the "hate business."
"The ultra-right is panicking,"
faces a 1979 deadline for approval
the ERA America leader said on
by state
Conservative opponents of ERA NBC's "Meet the Press" broadcharged the conference was being cast. "They are latching onto the
ERA as the one thing that can rally
them, even though women have
been very low on their agenda for a
long time."
ERA opponent Phyllis Schlafly
told' the same broadcast ERA and
other feminist planks in the platform being adopted by the National
Women's Conference do not reOect
"what the American people want."
She charges it calls for murdering
unborn children, setting up big
federal child care bureaucracy and
passing ERA to assure "the
drafting of women in our next
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s1gns

Slgnllnc :Jtick-on iellr.rs
Ouik-SIIck leflors
Stenciling malf)rlatS
Silk-screen supplies I Sign brushes
Complete airbrush malerials

10o/o Discount to Students
& Teachers with current I. D.

•:
•

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES /LETRASET I FORMAIT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

2510 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque, Nil !'7106 f 505-265·3733
ACRO!~SFAOMJOHNSONGYM

WASHINGTON (UP!) - The
wife of imprisoned Sdviet dissident
Anatoly Shcharansky tearfully
asked the administration Sunday to
win her husband's freedom, and
Vice President Walter Mondale
promised to personally take her
message to President Carter.

Shcharansky, a Soviey Jew, and
Soviet dissident physicist Andrei
Sakharov are this year's recipients
of the "Joseph Award" for human
rights from the Anti-defamation
League of B'nai B'rith.

·f. AT~OMon.·Thurs.1o-1
U
Fri. 10·12
·
.
Sat.10·12
SUBS Sun.10:30·6p.m.
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505·256·7103

PHOTOGRAPHS
PRINTS

POSTCARDS

COPIES
Overnight

FRAMING

3lf2cea

POSTERS

4•sameday
No Minimum

KINKO~s··.
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stnta~~m

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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Air, Force ROTC has scholarships,
allowances and jobs for selected
scfence and engineering majors.
Air Force ROTC has openings for
. young men and women majoring
in specified science and
engineering academic fields. Fields
such as Aeronautical, Aerospace,
General and Electrical Ehglneer~
ing, Mathematics, Physics and
Computer Technology. AFROTC
enrollment pays well now and
could keep paying off In the
future.
Air Force ROTC offers 4-year,
3-year and 2-year scholarships
with $100 monthly tax-tree
allowance. AFROTC also oilers the $100 tax-tree
monthly allowance during
the last two years to nonscholarship students.
Upon graduation you'lf
receive a commisSion in
the U.S. Air Force and
compete for challenging
jobs. There'll be numerous opportunities for
advanced education
In your field, plus
you'll have financial
security and start your
way up the promotion
ladder where your ability
and ambition are the orily
limits.
It pays to be In demand,
, and It you're the type
we're looking for, it pays
to get the details. No
obligations, naturally.

llr Fine IITII- liiilleMIJ .. alireal WaJ af Life

'
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Expires Nov. 27

-Thurs.1
·. f A TU~QMon.Fri.
10·12

....

Base Shutdowns Irk LawmakeiS

RICHARD
LEVY
3409 CEilTIIIIlll.E..IUUQUEIIQIIt nm., 87106

:

'

ew Hot, Large Sub

.

'

th7 ~efense Dept. make "a conscten~!Ous effor~ ... to n.arro:v t~e
gap, m the regiOnal dispanty 10
military construction spen.ding."
The request was made 10 a letter
release.d Sunday by Reps. Michael
Harrnngton, D-Mass.; Frank
H?rton, R-N.Y.; and Donald
Mitchell. • R-N •Y· ·
H.arnngton and Horton .arc cochatrmen of the 204-rnember
Northeast-Midwest Economic
Advancement Coalition and
Mitchell heads the byp~rtisian
group's task force on military
installations.
The letter to Carter was signed by
148 House members, including
speaker Thomas O'Neill, Jr., DMass.; Rep. Melvin Price, D-111.,
chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, and Rep.
Robert Giaimo, D-Conn., chairman of the House Budget Com-

2206 Central SE
For outgoing orders call

'

World NeWs
WASHJNGTQN (UP!) - More
than 200 congressmen from
midwest and northeastern states
have asked President Carter to halt
the closing of military bases in their
states.
The Ia wrnakers told Carter a
moratorium on base closings in
their states was needed because of a
discriminatory pattern of defense
spending"' that benefits the South
and the West at the expense of the
more populous states
The congressmen also asked that
troops returning from abroad be
sent to bases in their states and that·

z

":;:

WASHINGTON (UP!)
Investigation indicates President .
Carter's drive to insulate nine out
of every 10 American homes by
1985 may run afqul of rising prices,
inadequate supplies and low quality
insulation products.

VATICAN CITY- Pope Paul
VI said Sunday that the prospect of
Middle East
dazzled him

-

Expires Nov. 27

Insulation
Aggravation

Pope Paul
Is Dazzled

II

:
•

·JTA IJ·IA N

IN BRIEF

•

•• California Art Supply, Inc. •
L ••••••••••••••••
•
•

"

following Egyptian Presid.ent
Anwar Sadat's arrival in Israel.
Speaking to a crowd of about
8,000 in St. Peter's Square from his
balcony on a brisk but sunny day,
the white-robed 80-year-old pontiff
said: "We are dazzled with trust
andjoy." ..
"Our spirit is uplifited today by
the sign of peace in the Middle
East. The leader of the Egyptian
people is today, festively welcomed,
visiting the land of Israel,'' he said.

A Tearful
Request

SUBS

.0

The. letter· said the "inequitable
distribution" of military bases,
with most of them in the South and
the West, had resulted in "an
alarming exodus" of jobs and
people from the Midwest and
Northeast.
The congressmen said studies
rnade •, or New England governors
showed Defense Dept. employment
rose· 35 per cent nationally from
1950 to 1977
·

Sat.l0-12
Sun.10:30·6p.m.

2206 Central SE
For outgoing orders call

I,

,i II

Per~y's

Pizza
2pm- Closing Nov. 21

Kidnap
Probe
Charged

'
·..
1 l

•

WASHINGTON
(UP!
Former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger once directed the Central
Intelligence Agency to study ways
to kidnap North Vietnamese
leaders, a former CIA official said
Sunday. Kissinger denies the
report.
Frank Snepp, 34-year-old former
chief intelligence analyst of
communist strategy for the CIA in
Saigon, made the allegation in an
interview with Mike Wallace on the
CBS television program "60
minutes."

c

sale

"It was a rather amusing study
because we couldn't even identify
where the North Vietnamese lived,
much less kidnap them.''
Wallace said Kissinger denied
any knowledge of such a plan. He
said Kissinger asked, "What would
we have done with them if we got
them?"

-

8S24 lnJian School NE
3920 Central SE
6301 Menoul NE
offer gooJ at all three Allie's loct~tiong

Thanksgiving Special
3 BURRITOS FOR $1.00
regularly 40c each

...
.f

with coupon only-EXPffiES ll/27/77

·

!I

Dairy Queen* braziet:
has it all
Food and Dessert

!

Publlcations of the Universilyof New Mexico
and is. not Cinancially associated With UNM:
Second cl~s postage paid at Albuqucrqucj
New Me.x1co 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the academic year,
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo arc those cf_ thf;
author solely. Unsigned opinion h that of thr.
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing;

.Printed in The _Daily Lobo ncccssaril}'
rtpescllts the Views of the Onl\tCrsity of New
Mexico,

with coupon
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New Mexico
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"Kissinger, during the latter
stages of the Paris negotiations in
'72 and Ia te '71, was anxious to find
some way to get those negotiations
off dead center, "Snepp said.
"At .his direction, we, in
cooperatiOn with the Pentagon, put
together contingency studies on
how to kidnap the North Vietnamese leadership .

Vol. 82

any Hot Dinner
Regular $2.95-Now Only $1.95

'

"Reg. U.S. Pat. mr .. Am. o.O· co'rp. (c) Cooynght 1975, Am. D.O. Corp •
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Sadat's Visit

Even though Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's flight from Cairo to
Tel Aviv took only 20 minutes, the driver of his limousine in Israel asked
him, "What took you so long?" May we also ask the same question.
When he arrived Saturday night, Sada·t became the first Arab leader
to visit Israel in 29 years. The president met with Israeli Prime Minister
Menahem Begin Saturday and Sunday for some crucial and historic
talks.
THE CONFERENCES MIGHT go a long way toward bringing peace
to the Middle East, and yet many citizens of the Arab nations are not at
all pleased with Sadat's trip. They see his visit as Arab recognition of
the existence of Israel. Violence has errupted in many of the Arab
nations as a protest of the journey.
We can only condemn the protestors and condone the trip.
Sadat's trip to Israel is the first step toward lasting peace 'in the
Middle East which has seen four wars in the last 29 years.
Certainly the trip means that Sadat recognizes Israel as a cou~try.
How else can a peace be negotiated? Can there be peace in the Middle
East if the Arab states do not agree with Israel's right to exist?
TO BE SURE, the trip will not win Sadat many friends in the Middle
East. But how many people congratulated Abraham Lincoln for setting
the Blacks free? Did Jesus Christ get pats on the back when he
questioned the authority of the temple priests 2,000 years ago.
Sometimes the right thing is the unpopular thing, and it takes a
courageous person to do what is right thing.

.LOBO e~ltorlal phone 277-SB!Jt..

·t:oBo Editorial Staff:
Edltor'·in·chlof: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: RebeKah Szymanski
NeWs Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports EditOr: Peler Madrid
Arts Editor: GeOrge Gesner
Co!)Y Editor': Koren Wals_ton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar

EDIT<;:IRIALS: Unsigned editorials rep~esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board,
·
LETTERS: Letter~ to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name,
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the. edltor should be.no longer than
300 words although exceptions will be made lf the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed and names wl!l not be withheld,
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed with the author's name, signature, ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions shoUld be no longer than 500 words. Only the namf1
of author will be printed and names wfll not be withheld.
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO and will be edltad
only for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made 1 the author will be c:cn·
tacted to c1iscoss changes.
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Stomach Turner

McDonald told the soccer group
to return, with their proposal, next
fall, "We must sec if interest in the
sport can be maintained m UNM "
hcsaid,
'
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
MAJORS
Positions are now available in construction, public works
and contract administration with the U.S. Navy. Com·
petitive salary· 30 days paid vacation-free medical and
dental care. Contact Placement Office for a personal In·
terview on NOV 29th or 30th.

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

Topping it Off
Lisa Marchese is capped at The N6W Mexico Union during a
UNM Collage of Nursing caramonay. The carmony signifies a
state of davalopamant.

KUNm
Ptogtnms
90.1 Fm
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Story Missed

I

I

Editor:
. I would like to point out two oversights that occurred in Thursday's
LOBO article entitled "Momaday Unprofitable."
First: As was pointed out in the last paragraph of the article, an
ASUNM Senate appropriation does cover half the expenses incurred
with individual speakers (plus continuous office overhead). This means
only the other half of expenses needs to be covered from ticket sales.
According to this funding formula, under which the Speakers Committee operates, and, given the $2200 figure for expenses published in
the LOBO, the Speakers Committee actually lost $668 on Momaday,
not $1,748, as was indicated in the LOBO. ·
Second: The Speakers Committee is not just sitting around waiting
for Leonard Nimoy to· beam down in February to save the day. The
LOBO article failed to mention that, under the above funding formula,
the Speakers Committee made about $1,000 on "Solei!.'' But then,
"Soleil Profitable" just doesn't made a good headline.
Damon P. Tobias,
Chairperson,
Speakers Committee

Editor:
I was disappointed to see that the LOBO does not have any more
respect for accuracy than to copy a salary chart prepared by Carlos
Salazar. Thus, some figures are inaccurate and others merit an explanation. Henry Sandles is paid $6,000 for coaching the women's golf
team. The rest of his salary is for other responsibilities at the University
Golf Course. Susan Craig is paid $12,043 for being the women's spprts
information director and the. head softball coach. Sam Jones is paid
$12,000 per year for coaching both the men's and women's swim
teams. The remai.nder of his salary-is for managing the UNM pooL
Kathy Marpe receives two-thirds of her salary from athletics for being
the head basketball coach and assistant volleyball coach and one-third
from HPER for teaching responsibilities. Claudia Thomas teaches onehalf time in HPER as does Rusty Mitchell and Linda Estes. Ron
Jacobsen also has half-time responsibilities in HPER.
Linda Estes
Women's Athletic Director

~~n

the university's conference must
recognize it by establishing a
championship race for it.
McDonald said there is a
possibility that soccer, as a varsity
sport, may be proposed to the
Western Athletic Conference in the
near future by San Diego State
University, who will be joining the
co~ference next year, or by
Bngham Young University. Both
schools already recognize soccer as
a varisty sport.

HAYAY SHALOM

Editor:
It is not rare that I disagree with some of the opinions expressed in
your paper, but Miranda David's most recent attempt at social comment was a real stomach-turner.
Miranda suggests that vets preference in jobs is an undeserved
privilege and that this practice takes away job opportunities for women
and minorities. Regardless of the politicaL situation at the time, when a
man answers the call to arms, he is putting his life on the line for his
people. If that is not sacrafice enough for certain privileges, then I don't
know what is. Perhaps Miranda would care to explain how that
privilege is earned by the tone of one's skin or the brand of one's
genitals.
Miranda also suggests that those who fled the country during
Vietnam,, were "courageous." I cannot pass judgement cin draftevaders. To fight or flee is a decision that every man must make for
himself during time of war. The net effect of that action is, however,
that some high school kid with a sense of responsibility who might not
have seen the war otherwise is sent in the draft-evader's place and
maybe gets shot to pieces. I fail to see the courage involved.
Wars are not started by the military. Nobody asks us if we want to
go: we are sent by civilians like yourself for reasons that are not always
clear. We are here because the land we live in would not survive
without us. The decision to fight, however, is not m<)de by men in
uniform.
You say that you do not consider joining the military <;~n option in a
free society. Thank God for that. At least in Canada, your attitude
would not endanger American lives.
David L. Roberson

Salaries ~xplained

"n·

><

By DONALD SANDOVAL
LOBO Staff Writer
The UNM Athletic Council said
that while it supports the idea of
making soccer a varsity sport, it will
not at this time finance such a
venture.
The council is, "sympathetic to
the possibility of soccer as a varsity
sport when and if financing is made
available." That is the policy
statement adopted at the council
meeting Nov. 17.
Linda Estes, women's athletic
director, said, "We all agree that
soccer is great but it comes down to
a question of money, and we
cannot support another sport at this
time.'t
Lavon McDonald, athletic
director, said sqccer will 'have to
follow the normal d'evelopment for
any sport that is to gain varisty
status in this university', The
development starts with the high
schools in the area recognizing the
varsity status of the sport and then

0
u

It will be an angry group of Central Ave. merchants who will con~ verge on the city council meeting tonight.
...-;
Merchants on the south side of Central Ave. from University to
~ Girard are peeved because the city has banned the metered parking in
that area and has placed "No Parking" signs along the street. The
1; merchants feel that t~e parking ban will hurt their business. The
~ merchants are also upset because the city did not notify thern of the
P.. move.
ON THE OTHER SIDE, the city says the move will increase visibility
for pedestrians and mototrists, thereby reducing the possibility of
accidents.
The merchants will attempt to get the city council to reverse ifs"earlier
decision that put the parking ban into effect.
This is one situation in which each side has some valid points and we
feel a compromise can be easily reached.
One city official said the merchants' fear of losing business is unwarranted because the city has taken similar action in other areas of the
city before and the businesses affected were not hurt economically.
Parking bans might not have hurt other areas of the city, but we feel the
University district, with enough parking problems already, deserves
some special consideration.
WITH THE PARKING SITUATION near UNM already atrocious,
we feel a move to eliminate a good portion of the remaining parking will
just about kill business in this·area. When the city banned parking in the
congested downtown area, most shoppers opted for the spacious
parking lots of the city's two major shopping centers in the northeast
heights and downtown business plumetted. The lastest action on
Central may kill whatever business is left in the area.
The merchants also have a legitimate beef over the city's failure to
'notify them of the move. The city blames personnel shortages for the
fail we to alert the businessmen.
VET WHILE THE MERCHANTS have no legal duty to read the
newspapers, they owe it to themselves to keep abreast of the situation.
The city study which led to the parking ban and the council's subsequent action on it were both reported by this paper as well as the
other media outlets in town.
The city's concern with pedestrian safety is valid, a~ is its action to
ban the parking so motorists and pedestrians will see each other. Safety
is ofthe utmost importance.
But so is the health of business in the area. Most of the Central Ave.
businesses hire UNM students and some sponsor UNM teams.
A COMPROMISE CAN, AND SHOULD, be easily reached.
If the city wants to increase pedestrian safety, then the parking ban
should be in effect when there are many pedestrians.
The majority of students are crossing Central Ave. to enter or leave
campus between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. Certainly there isn't as much
pedestrian traffic on Cimtral Ave. on the weekends, but the parking ban
is still in effect.
We think the council should reconsider its original decision and just
put the parking ban in effect from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through
Friday, leaving unlimited parking on the weekends and after those
hours.
This would increase' pedestrain safety during its peak hours and
would also help the merchants keep a hefty portion of their businesses.
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Soccer's Status Up in Air -
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Monday
Local news - 9am and 5
pm daily.
UPI News - 1, 6, 8, 11 am
and 1 and 9 pm daily.
3 pm: Jock ltch:Sports
with Andy Nisito.
7:30 pm: Public AffairsCaution: Living May 86
Hazardous to Your Health:

An interview with Larry
Agran, author of The Cancer
Connection, and writer for
the LA Times. Agran covers
OSHA, the politics of occupational health, runaway
shops, and nearly every carcinogen.
9 pm - 1 am: Raices y
Conciencia del Pueblo: A
wide variety of Latin music
spiced with interviews and
information.

Europe
Launches
Satellite
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UPI) - Europe's first weather
satellite, which European Space
Agency officials predict will help
save lives through early forecasting
of storms, was readied for launch
aboard a delta rocket at Cape
Kennedy Sunday.
The 1,535-pound, drum-shaped
satellite was to go into a highly
elliptical transfer orbit ranging
from 115 miles to more than 23,000
miles in space.
A spacecraft motor was to be
fired Monday to position the
satellite in a stationary orbit 22,300
miles above the equator. Its final
outpost was set for over the
equator, off the west coast of
Africa, from'where it could observe
weather over Europe, Africa and
the Middle East.
The Mcteosat 1 was planned as
part of a five-satellite, world-wide
weather forecasting network which
includes two American satellites.
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One Day Service Possible

Music starts at 6:00 pm
with:
Dave Ain't Here

by Garry Trudeau
'(!!'[)ll HAve A
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Tuesday and Wednesday
November 22 and 23

Quality Eyewear
:r fVI<6eT..
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1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE
(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone: 296-6757
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30
Sat. 10: 00 to 1 : 00

-=

Tickets: $5.75 in advance, $6.75 at the door
Available at all Ticketmaster locations, the
SUB Box Office, and the General Store

=

Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts
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; New~ Media Fights Breakups
-8
~
i:

WASHINGTON (UP!)
Newspapers and broadcasters are
making a last stand in the Supreme
o" Court against an order threatening
.g breakup of up to 150 media
.-l combinations in 44 states.
~ A small blitz of briefs has
A descended on the justices as the
.§ coL!rt prepares to hold oral

The Federal Communications
Commission issued rules barring
future common ownership of
newspapers and TV or radio
stations in the same mar~et. It
decided to allow. existing combinations to continue operati.ng,
with the exception of 16 cases where
there was just one daily newspaper
f;j a~r!g~umiiii;eniitiis;;;iioiinliiiaii·~ui;;.S;;·,..;C;.ioi;iui;rti;;;ioi;if~iiap~pi;;;e~a~l.iiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;~ and one broadcast sta lion in a city.

!

Appeals · order
requmng
newspapers to sell television or
radio stations they own in the same
city where they publish.
Cross-ownership in Baltimore,
Chicago, Dallas, St. Louis,
Washington D.C., Shreveport, La.,
and New York could be affected by
the outcome of the Supreme Court

But the Appeals Court ordered
the FCC to apply the rule to current
combinations as well as future
ones, except where the public interest would be harmed by a
breakup. Up to !50 combinations
could be involved, according to
industry estimates.

"tl

Attorneys ror the media charge
the Appeals Court wrongly- sub-
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ffingazine Folded
''Magazine' '/Sherbert!MCA -2 304
By GEORGE GESNER
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Best cuts are "Summer Love," 0r
0'
"I Got Love" and "You've Got the _o
"C plus.

z0
<
"'30'

This Australian group offers the
icing but not the cake. The innovative music from this first
American release does not carry
over on Magazine as Sherbet gets
.)Jogged down with an ultracommercial pop sound,

Congress,_ Carter
Clash Over Clinch R.

Witt Qtultural Jrngram Qtnmmitttt
Witt 'ltniutrsittt nf N.ew :!11texicu
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stituted its own ideas for those of
the commission. Congress never
authorized
blanket
rules
prohibiting newspaper ownership
of broadcast stations, they say:"'"''-

The American Newspaper
Publishers Association, which has
more than I ,250 members, said "A
grave constitutional question is
presented" by any goveri\ment
action linking eligibility for a
federal broadcast license to a
WASB.!NGTON (UP!)
authorizing programs for the person's right to 'PUblish or not
Congress is in a tug-of-war with Energy Research and Development publish a newspaper.
President Carter over his veto of Administration, including the
'
the Clinch River, Tenn., Nuclear Clinch River project.
"Only a warped interpretation of
Breeder reactor project.
Sen. 'Henry Jackson, D-Wash.,
Right now, the anti-Carter forces chairman of the Energy and the first amendment .. could justify
appear to have the strength to win Natural Resources Committee, has the course' taken by the agency and
through a very tricky piece of decided not to t~y to override the the court below .. ,''· the ANP A said.
parliamentary strategy.
veto. He will try instead to draft a
The clinch river project would new ERDA authorization bill that
The National Association of
develop nuclear fuel as a new leaves Clinch River out.
Broadcasters
said the Appeals
. source of energy.
Court
"grossly
exceeded" its
But it would also create weaponsBut also awaiting Congress is a
grade plutonium as a by"product, supplemental appropriations bill reviell' authority over FCC
and Carter opposes that as part of that inc! udes the actual funds for decisions, since the commission.
through its license renewal practice
his over-all effort to reduce the Clinch River.
production of such materials and
·That bill is expected to get quick had found hundreds of broad,
casters to be serving the public
the resultant spread of military approval in both houses.
'nuclear technology.
Congressional
legal
and interest.
Accordingly, on Nov. 5, he parliamentary experts claim that
vetoed a $5.2 billion bill even
without
the
vetoed
The Appeals Court . ruled in
authorization,. Carter would have response to an appeal by the
to spend the $80 million in the
. National Citizens Committee for
appropriations bill for Clinch broadcasting, a public interest
River.
organization which objected to the
FCC rules.
His only recourse, they say, is to
send a "recission" proposal to·
Congress to eliminate the money.
"Nothing can be more important
But the law governing such than insuring that there is a free
proposals says they have no effect, flow of information from as many
and the funds must be spent, unless divergent souces as possible," the
both houses approve the recission court said in its opinion supporting
request by simple majority vote a breakup of the newspaperbroadcast combinations.
within 45 days.
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TURQUOISE RINGS*
TURQUOISE EARRINGS*
WEDDING BANDS*
The Drifters

Golden Oldies Relived
By GEOR(;E GESNER
The teenagers of yesterday. and
teenagers of today took a journey
back in time at the Civic
Auditorium to see the Golden
·Oldies show featuring the
Diamonds who introduced such
favorites as Rosie without her
Originals, Drifters and Coasters.
About 1,500 persons, ranging
from the 50's teen generation to
those who were being breast-fed in
the late 50's and early 60's applauded as the DJ voice of John
Felten introduced his group, the
Diamonds.
The gourp started with a rock 'n'
roll medley consisting of "Rock
Around the Clock," "Blue

Shipwreck Ruins
Topic of Lecture

Moon," "Only You" and "At the
Hop" before they introduced the
Drifters.

audience, and a nice version of "To
Know Him Is To Love Him."

They immediately started with
"Under the Boardwalk" which was
easily, with the exception of "This
Magic Moment," their best and
strongest hit of the night. The
group flowed through "On
Broadway," "Up on the Roof"
and "Save the Last Dance For Me"
and on their return later in the show
performed "There Goes My Baby"
and the energetic "Money."

The Coasters were visually
hilarious as they happily coasted
through such hits as "Little
Eqypt," "Charley Brown" and
"Poison Ivy."

The Diamonds worked some nice
harmony in "All I Have to Do is
Dream" and Gary Owens had an
excellent churning sax part in
"Duke of Earl."- The Diamonds
being the permanent band for the
night, became the Originals as Rose
Hamlin sang "Angel Baby",

c~~~~ ... ..

99c

BunERFLY RINGS*
LIGHTNING RINGS*
HEART RINGS
YOUR CHOICE

TURQUOISE&
CORAL RINGS
HEARl' STAR OIC*ERS*

1URQUOISE LW RINGS
YOUR CHOta

$'1 49 EA.

$3SO

EA.

LJQUIDSlLVERNEOCLACI"10mAND ...• ,. $1,1.95
BUTTERFLY IRACELOS* •..... , , : ••.•• , •• $5.00

MEN'S lUNGS* , ...•. , , .•..•.. , .•....•.. $4.40
The Diamonds capped the show
with their big hits "Little Dar lin',"
"Silhouettes," " Church Belle May
Ring" and "One Summer Night"
to name a few.

,a..,

All itemo oro ;torllng
wlth •tobiliud IUrq\JOi10.
'All1tarrtd itemo ora no1lndion rnado.

• WHOLESALE • RETAIL

Age showed a visible strain on
the voices of the performers, but
the energy and charisma that influenced a whole generation of life
and music was captured in its
form in the golden age of

A British marine historian, Sydney Wignall, is scheduled to speak on
excavating the remains of shipwrecks Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Woodward
Lecture Hall.
Wignall is the director of the Atlantic Charter Maritime Archaeological
Foundation.
He had been exploring shipwrecks since 1961. Regarded as one of the
world's leading autlforities on shipboard artillery, Wignall has concentrated his expeditions mainly on wrecks containing bronze artillery.
Wignall is presently working on the expedition of the "Resurgam," the
first submarine built in Britian. It was lost off the Welsh coast in 1880.
He is also organizing an expedition to·locate and excavate the "Royal
James" a British flagship lost in the Dutch War in 1672. The Royal James
is the only shipwreck in existence know to contain 100 matching pieces of
bronze artillery. It also holds the personal silver campaign plate of Edward
Montagu, the first Earl of Sandwich, the great grandfather of the man who
namesaked the famous food.
There will be no admission charge for the Wignall lecture, which will
include a slide presentation .

!NOW SHOWING!!
# 1 best-selling novel
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now a moVIe.

$7.nn. $6.nn. $5.oo
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· Christmas will be here
before you know it and if
picture-giving is part of your
YUletide plans, act now!
To help fill your holiday picture needs UNM Photo Service is offering a wide range
of special color portrait
packages. As an added
bonus, through-November
only, we Will give an additional 10% discount from
our already low prices. We
invite you to compare our
quality and cost; we feel
that after you do; you'll
come to Photo Service.
Don't delay! For further
details call 277·5743 or
come by our office at 1820
Las Lomas, N.E.

Country Bar-B-Q
and Lounge
Under New Management
Offering lunch daily 11 am·
Beef Bar-B-Q Dinner-$3.95
.Marguerita special
Tuesday, Nov. 22

gsc

All Beer 20° off

Beverly playing light classics
on the piano nightly
Country Bar-B-O is an historic 1757 adobe, located
on Corrales Rd. in Corrales Village north on Rio
· Grande Blvd.
Open until 11 pm • Closed Mondays
Reservations 898-6198

-Showtlmes
Weekdays 7:00 9:40
Weekends 1:40 4:20
. 7:00 9:40

C~ East Twin.
EUBANK 11 CANDELARIA N.£

298·7&69
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Hawkins: The Only Casualty
By JANE QUESNEL
Led by assistant conductor Joel
Those who attended the per- Rosenberg, NMSO opened the
formance of the Erick Hawkins conert with an unexpectedly
Dance Company with the New beautiful rendition of TchaikovMexico Symphony Orchestra in sky's Romero and Juliet overturePopejoy Hall were treated to a fantasy. All too often a conductor
splendid orchestral performance, can bring about a performance that
but were occasionally disappointed is far too sentimental for this overby fluid choreography hampered by worked piece, however under
the central presence of Erick Rosenberg's sensitive direction, a
Hawkins.
new pathos and dr.ama were in.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.
~

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL
relax and
watch the game
on one of
our2 TV's
For every pitcher

of beer purchased
during Monday

Game-Time
Special
$}50

nights football
game, you receill'e a
tlcketgoodforone
chance to win a
regulation football!

Big 60 oz.

pitcher
Kick off to Final gun

HOFBRAU LOUNGE
Penn. and Menaul 299-9924

jected into the piece, giving it new
life..
"
.
The evening continued with four
orchestral pieces choreographed by
Hawkins, in which members of the
NMSO were cramped in the far
right hand corner of the stage to
allow the dancers room to perform
on the stage in front of them.
Moving through sculptured sets,
Hawkins' choreography often
flashed of genius, and overall was
enjoyable. The one detracting
factor was Hawkins' domineering
presence on stage, when perhaps a
younger member of the troupe
. could have fulfilled the same roles
with greater energy.
David Diamond's Rounds for
String
Orchestra
was
choreographed as "Classic Kite
Tails," and was the best number of
the evening. Hawkins' women
dancers moved with incredible
fluidity, clothed in long dresses
whose skirts were split into panels
suggesting a visual image of kite
tails.
Choreographed as "Death Is the
Hunter," Riegger's Study in
Sonorities took on an Oriental
flavor, with Hawkins' role as Death
reminiscent of the Noh Dancers.
Meditation on Orpheus by
H ovhaness was hampered by the
use of construction paper props
which made a distressing amount of
noise.
Closing with Thomson's Symphony No. 2 in C major, which the
troupe danced as "Hurrah!" the
evening ended with a rousing
number in true Americana style. In
this final number Hawkins outdid
himself, performing better than he
had all evening.
Although it was not always
smooth sailing, the orchestra and
the dancers gave an admirable
performance.

Eas_y Rider

"Robin & ffiatian"
FREE
At the CELLAR
monda_y, November 21
9:00p.m.
RHSA/L-DV/ASUNm

"Midnight Rider" I Tommy James
I Fantasy F-9532
By JANE QUESNEL
Tommy James' latest album is a
nice mixture of pop and light rock.
Projecting an easy-going style
throughout, this album highlights
Tommy James' vocal versatility,
whether he is singing a ballad or the
funky closing band, "Keep It in the
Groove."
Recommended cuts include
"Midnight Rider," "Still Got a
Thing for You," "Keep It in the
Groove" and "Bobby, Don't Leave
Me Alone."

How can you have security and
understanding without knowing
yourself? Take this free
personality test Now/
Piper

Wotth Wait.

It's Spreading

4654

"Clover"/ MercurySRM-1-1169·
By GEORGE (;ESNER
What makes this album so
successful is that all the cuts have
something for everybody.
So rest assured that this album is
not a compilation _of the Allman
Brothers, War, Steve Miller,
Marshall Tucker, Bay City Rollers
and the Righteous Brothers; it just
sounds like it might be.
The thing that will turn on most
listeners to this. album is how the
band is turned on to its own music.
Best cuts are Streets of London",
"I Lie Awake," "The Storm" and
"Show Me your Love." B plus.

"Can't Wait"/ Piper/A&M SP-

•

By GEORGE (;ESNER
Piper has matured since its last
album, having smoothed out the
rough edges and coming across with
tigh,t material.
"Little Miss Intent" is the pick
of the 'pack. Excellent rock is the
intent and it's no miss. The sheer
power of it is a veritable joy,
something that spreads through
most of the songs on the album.
The ti tie song is the first single
off the LP and it brings back
memories . of Alice Cooper's
"School's Out." The group
features four guitarists and as the
title suggests they're busting to get
out.
Best cuts are "Can't Wait,"
"Little Miss Intent," "Bad Boy"
and "Blues For the Common
Man." B plus.

Unique Job Opportunities
For A Unique Individual

"Buzz"/ Buzz Cason I DJM
Records DJLPA-8
By ROBER'{ SPIE<;EL
Although there are many
problems with Buzz, the ma]or one
is the weak material. Cason is a
professional songwriter (He is best
known for "Everlasting Love.), yet
the only songs that stand up on this
album, "Wild Wind," "Birthday
Boy," and "It's Me That You're
Leaving," are the songs Cason
didn't write. His own songs sound
contrived and forced.
The other problems are with
direction and choices, or, the lack
of choices. Cason seems to be more
interested in displaying his songs
than making an album with focus
and commitment.

Questions start here.

Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
•

Donor Center

Suite" and Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony.
Rosenberg is rotating the order
of the players this year to give each
one exposure to varying degrees of
responsibility within an orchestral
unity. Individual growth is important to the growth of the group,
and Rosenberg is attempting to help
each player gain familiarity with the
different roles he may be called
upon to play within an orchestra.
The final concert this semester
will be in conjunction with the
combined choruses of UNM in a
performance of "The Messiah" in
Popejoy Hall, Dec. I.

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

~~~

Sl. Can you start the ball rolling at a social gathering,
52. Would you buy on credit and th~n hope that you could
l«.>ep up the payments.
53, Do }UU get an after-reaction when something unexpected,
such as an nccident or other disturbing Incident takes
place,
54, Do you consider the good of all concerned rather ,than
your own personal advantage.
55. When hearing a lecture, do )'OU feel that the !.peaker is
referring entirely to you,
56, Can you allow external noises not to Interfere with your
concentration.
57, Do you take full notice of current affalr,c;,
58. Could you confidently plan and work towards carrying
out an event in six months time.
59. Should all murderers be executed.
60. Do you tend to be careless nnd untidy,
61. Do you ever &ret a "dream-like fOOling towards Ufc, when
all seems unreal.
62. Do )-ou speedlly recover from the effects of bad news.
63, Should you crltise, do )'OU at the ~me timtJ, try to en·
courage,
64. Are you overtly affectionate.
65, Are your ideas and opinions not important enough to
mention to other people.
66. Aro you so sure of yourself that you sometimes annoy
others.
f!T. Do you try to keep close CQntact with articles of yours,
wllfclt you have loaned lo friends.
68. Do you have many activities of your own choosing,
69, Can you feel whatever umotion you desire.
70, Do you completely condemn any person because he has

Your answer to the question is indicated by making a heavy mark
between the two lines opposite the
number of the question in the
column which will show your answer. Please mark one answer to
each question.

Do You Need

~~\100•Z Cotton Ham1 Woven doth
..'jft~ Guatemala. b'Mexko
-kom ~5.50a.~ar.l
You may think the military does not have the job you're looking for; and you may
think that you'll be underpaid and overworked. But have you .checked it out for your·
self? For 15 minutes of your time, you can find out If the Navy opportunity is what
you are looking for. Sign up at the Placement Center for an interview on NOV. 29th
or 30th, or send your resume to: ·

( \ plus ·means mostly yes
or deCidedly so.
(m) means uncertain, maybe,
neither definitely yes or no.
(-) minus means mostly
or decidedly no.

Slow Buzz

UNm Symphony to Piny
The UNM Symphony will
perform a concert of familiar
orchestral works, Tuesday Nov. 22,
at 8:15 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.
This will be the second concert of
the fall season, and there will be no
admission charge. Conducted by
Joel Rosenberg, the group will
perform Beethoven's "Leonore
Overture # 3," Bizet's "Carmen

Instructions

,.

1. Do you make thoughtless remarks or accusations, which
later you regret.
2. When other people get conflt~cd, can you remain fairly
composed.
3, Can you enjoy browsing through railway time tables,
dlrt'Ctories, or dictionaries,
4. When having to make a decision, would your judgement
be swayed by your Ukcs or dislikes of the personalities
Involved.
5. Provided your health and income would permit more. do
you lntund two less children in your family.
•
6. Oo )tlur.. musclcs twitch without any obyious reason,
7. Do you prefer to be in a position where )'OU do not have
the responsibility of making decisions.
B. Arc )'OUr actions frcqucntl)' unpredictable. even to yourself.
9. Do you consider !hal too much money Is being spent on
"social security:•
10. Are )'OU cllS!l}' Interested In other poople.
11, Do you speak in a monotone,
12. Do )'OU u.suatly allow the other person to start the con~
, Ycrsat ion.
13, Are you readily Interested lri what other people have to
say.
.
14. Could you take the necessary action nt'Cdcd to kill an
animal in order to put U out of pain,
15, Arc you reckless in your behavior.
16. Do you speak slowly.
17. Arc you concerned about the need to protect your health.
18. Doei an unexpected Dction cause )'OUT muscles to twitch.
19. Are you normally considerate In your demands on your
employees, or executives or pupils.
20. Cnn you give a valid "snap judgement:•
~1. Do your past failures still worry you.
22. Do you find yourself being extra active for period$ lasting
several days.
23. Are }'DU swayed by other people's well Intentioned advice.
24. Is it normally difficult: for you to own up and take the
blame.
25. Do you have only a small circle of close friends rather
than a large number of friends and speaking acquain·
tances.
26. Is your life one constant struggle for sunival.
27. Do }'Ou often sing or whlstle just _because you feel happy.
28. Are you considered watm·hearted by your friends.
29. Do you feel competent-at giving orders to other people,
30. Do you enjoy telling people the latest scandal about your
as.'iOCiates.
31. Are you willing to agree to strict discipline.
32. Would the idea of making a completely new start cause
you much worry.
33. Do you endeavor to get other people to laugh or smile,
34. Do )'ou find it easy lo express your cmoticons,
35. Do you refrain from complaining when the other person
Is late for an appointment.
:JB. Are you considered by other people as a spoil sport.
37. Are there many people who are definitely unfriendly
toward you and who work against you.
38, Would you say that you were wrong jiL'it to keep the
peace,
.:m. Arc you really fond of only a few people.
40. Are you only happy if >·ou have a special reason.
41. Do you like to "circulale around" at a social gathering,
42. Do you take reasonable precautions to prevent accidents ..
43. Docs the Idea of talking in front of people make yon
nervous.
44, If you saw an ar_tlclc In a shop obviowly mistakenly
marked lower t1mn l.ts' correct price, would yoll try to get
lt at that price,
45, Do you often feel that people arc looking at you or talking
a_bottt you behind your back.
46, Are your activities always gctHng ..fouled up",
41, Have )"UU any particular hate or fear,
48. Do you prefer to be an onlooker rather than a participant.
49. Do you find it c~y to be Impartial.
50. Do you mal.ntain your own standard of courteollS be·
havior, no matter with whom yot1 arc dcal~ng. ·
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151. Are you sometimes completely unable to enter Into the
~virlt of things,
152. Do )-'Oil often not bother to express your grlevnnce.<;:,
153. Do you prefer good steady johs rather than making your
own way.
JS.i, Dot!s the number of uncompleted tasks you !lave on hand
bother you,
155. Do people enjoy being ill your compur)y,
156. Could you allow someone to finish those "tinnl ~wo

102, Do you discard articles only to discover that you need
them later.
103. Wo~ld you give u~ easily on a given course, if It were
causmg you a considerable amount of lnoonvcnience.
104. Arc )-UU re~ly enthusJa.~tic about only a few things,
105. Do you ellStly trust the intentions of others.
106, Do you sometimes wonder if anyone really cares about
you,
107. Do )UU turn down responslbiiJty because you doubt
your ability to bundle it,
108, Do you somelimes feel compelled to respect some Jn.
resting item of conversation.
109. Do you handle a grievance v.ithout tending to co;aggcrale
it.
.UO. Is your facial expres.<;:lon varied rather than set.
111. Do you need to justlly any opinion of yours once stated.
112. Is it difficult for you to smile,
113, Would things have to ~ a lot worse before you would
consider suicide as a solution.
114. Would you consider yourOOif energetic in your attitude
toward life.
115. Doos a disagreement affect yuur whole relntiomhlp will1
another person.
116, Can you have a minor failure without getting very up~

word~··.

157. Do )QU find thut most people huve more bnd points
in their character than good one~.
158. Do you laugh or smile quite readily.
150. Are you defintc m~d emphatic In voice IUid rmmner.
160. Are you effusive only to close friends, If nt all.
161. Arc your inten~ts and fields of aellvHy In the nn.•a In
which you live,
162. Would youy lilro to start 11 new activity in the nrealn
which you live.
163. Would the !den o£ Inflicting pain on game, small anlmali
or fL~h prevent yorl from hunting or fishing.
164. When you close )Our eyes do )'Oil £eel n decreased in
space,
165, Do )'OU have little regret on pa.~t mlsforluncs aild
failun!S.
166, Doe<; the idea of fear or apprehension glw )'011 a
physical reaction,
167. Wottld your emotions sway your judgemtml In a
situation in which you were personally Involved.
168. Can someone else consider that you were renlly active,
169. Do you lind it hard to get started on a task that needs
to bo OOnc.
170. Arc }UU opposed to the probation system for criminals,
171. Do you spend mucb time on llct.-dlcss·worrlcs.
172. Jn a disagreement, do you find it hard if tlw other per·
-son falls to SOtl )!Oltr .dde und docs not agree with you.
173. ])(I you cope with every-day J.lroblcms of living CJUitc
well.
174. Arc you usuoll_y truthful to others.
175. Would you rntlu~r woil for something to happen as
opposed to }OU causing It,
176. l>o )l'ou frHtcr your money away.
177. Cun you take a calculated risk without too much worry.
178. 1f you were Involved Jn a slight car accident, would you
take the trouble to sec thnt any damage you did wa5
good.
179 Oo others p11~h you around.
180. Do :you make aUowanccs for your friends, where with
others you might judge more sevcrly.
181. Do you often ponder ewer your own ln[crlorlty,
182. Do people run you down behind your back.
183. Can you remain tmembarra.~sed by a licnrly greeting,
such as a kl~. A hug or a pal on the back If done in
public.
184. Do you frequently not do somctMng you want to do be·
cuuse of other people's desires,
185, Are you oonvlnecd about the corred:ness of your opinfons
about a subject, even though you arc not an expert.
186. Do you find yourself "going off In all directions at once."
187. Do your acquaintances sccm to think more of yout
abilities Uum you do,
188. Is the Idea of death or even reminders of death abhoranl
to you,
189. Having settled an argument do you continue to feel dis·
gruntlcd for a while,
190. Arc }UU friendly tn voice, attitude and exprcs.sion.
191. Docs life SCl!m rather vague w1d unreal to you,

"''·

70, Do )UU completely condemn any person because he has
opposed you in some aspect o£ )'OUr relations with him.
71. Do )t!U often sit and think about death or sickness or pnln
or sorrow.
72. Would the Jlrmpect of "loss of dignity" upsect you much,
73. Do you often put away things In the hope they might be
useful Inter,
74. Would you crltisc fnulls and point out. only the bad
points of someone else's character or handiwork.
75. Are you openly appreciative of beautiful things.
16. Do you sometimes give llway articles which knowingly
do not belong to you,
77, When you meet" people do you try to make them feel at
easse.
78, Do you often ponder on previous misfortunes.
79. Are you sometimes considered overbearing,
80. Can you acL'(!pt crJUclsm easily without resentment.
81. Can you take a few minutes relaxation without having
to go off Into some quiet room.
82, Are )t!U lnclhicd to be Jealow:.
83. Do you tend to put off doing things to such an extent that
they never ~t done.
84, Arc you willing to abide by the wishcs olf others rnlher
than always seeking to have your own way.
85, Do you Hnd it easy to gel started on a new project,
86, Do you bite )OUT fingernails or chew the end of your
pencil.
.
87, Do )'OU drnmatisc )OUr emotions just to get your own
way,
88, If we were Invading another country would you fed
sympathetic towards Conscientious Objectors in this
country,
89 ~re there many things about yourself on which you are
touchy.
90. Are :yt~Ur own Interests and activities monilorcd by some~
one else's desires.
91. Do }'Oil get a single thought which constantly reoccurs
for m apparent reason.
92. Arc )QU a slow cater.
93. Can you be a,. steadying influence when others get
pnnlcky.
94. If you thought another person needed help. would you
stop and find out rather than walt for them to ask you
directly.
95. Can any person•s character and peTSQAality change en·
tirely for the better.
96. [sIt possible to predict your own behavior.
97, Can you remain quite active on eight hour's sleep a night.
.98. Would you always use corporal punishment on a child
aged 10. i£ it refused to obey you.
99. Do you prefer to take a passive roll in a club or organization to which you belong.
100. Do mental image pi~ures "just pop up:'

117, Is your social standing of great Importance.
118. Do you openly and sincerely admire beauty in other
people,
119. Is it di£flcult to please ~u.
120. If you ml-t with direct opposition, would you still seek
to have )'Uut own way rather than just give in.
121, Would you object to walking a short journey il
transport Is difficult.
123. Do you consider your education or ex-perlcnce nrc valid
in givfng nn opinion.
122, Do )'OU consider your education or experience are vrulid
in giving an opinion.
1:24. Do you often make tactless blunders.
125. Arc you wary of _pL'Ople who frequently ask to borrow
money from you.
126, Do you look at facts rather than people's opinions in
making a deetsfon,
127. Can you get quite enthusiastic over some simple Uulc
thing.
128. Do )'OU lake an action because others know best, tbough
your own judgement would indicate otherwise.
129, Arc )t:IU In favor o£ the color bar and d~ distinction,
130. Do )UU have a habitual physical mannerism such ns
pulling )UUr hair, nose, ear or such like.
131, Can you quickly adapt and make use o£ new conditions
and sltuationli <.'Yen though they may be difficult.
132. Do some noises set }'OUT teeth on edge,
133. Can you see the othet lellow's point of view when you
wish to,
134, Do you go to bed when you want to rather than by the

clock.
Do the petty foible; of others make you irnpnllent.
Do children Irritate you.
Are you less talkaUve than your n.uoclates.
Do you usually carry out assignmentS promptly and
systematically.
139, Would you assist a fellow traveller rather than leave it
to the ofllcials.
140, Aro you more interested In voting for the partb tlmn the
man for the job,
141, Do you £rcquently dwell on your past illne'\.SCS or pa.lnful
experiences.
142. Do )'OU get very il~ at ease fn disordered surroundings,
143. Are )'OU usually Critical of a film or show that you see
or aa book that you read.
144. When recounting some amusing Incidents can you easily
Imitate the mannerism or the dialect in the original
Incident.
145. On matters on which you are not expert are your own
Ideas of sufficient importance as to put forward to
others,
146. Do you have a tendency to tidy up a disorder of· someone
else's howehold.
147, Do )UU feel bitter about a defeat.
148. Do :yt~u often feel depressed.
149. Are )'UU ever ill at ease in the cOmpany of children.
150. If you were prevented from doing something would yoli
find a substitute activity•
135.
136.
137,
138.

•

192. Do you easily feel upset about the fate of war victims
and political refugees.
.
193. Do your acquaintances appeal to )t:IU for aid or advice
in their personal dlfficuJtics.
194. Can you tolerate the loss ol' an article without
immediately accusing everyone In sight.
195. If you thought lllnt someone was 5USplcious of yo~ and
your activiUes- would you tackle them on the subject
rather tl1an leaving them to contact you.
106.Do you sometlmt'S (eel that your age is against you {either
to )tlung or too old.)
197. Do r.ou have spells of being sad and depressed form
apparent reason.
198. Do you do much grwnb!Jng about conditions ~·ou have to
face in life.
199. Do you try to hide )Uur feelings.
200. Do )'OU ctlnsidcr you have many warm friends,

_______ ...,_________________________________________·-····-
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'Pack Drops Squeaker

By ED JOHNS~N
LOBO Spo~ls Wrtler
A last-second VIctory was what
the
. UNM football tea:n was
:E"'
lookJOg for Saturday mght at
a.>
University Stadiu~, but what it got
z was
a 23-21 spankmg from a bunch
0

0

.,.
0
u

"

-

of Cowboys from Wyoming.
The Lobos were good, amassing
141 more yards total offense than
Wyoming, but not good enough to
hold on to their 14-0 half-time lead.
UNM quarterback Noel Mazzone
was good, rushing for 143 yards
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and passing for another 98 and two
touchdowns, but he could not
engineer the Lobos over the goal
line when they faced a fourth down
and two on the Cowboy three yard-·
line in the games' closing minutes.
Tim Johnson, the man who had
the awesome task of filling in for
one of the nations finest fullbacks,
Mike Williams, was good. He
picked up 104 yards in 27 carries,
but of course, could not win the
thing by himself.
Lobo coach Bill Mandt, said,
"We just didn't get the few yards
that WC really needed. 11
•
Some of the 9550 persons in
attendance questioned the UNM's
decision to go for the touchdown
with a little less than four minutes
to play, instead of a field goal, but
Mazzone agreed with the decision.
''You've got to go for it. You

Y
.
LOhBO ~ports Etl!to~
The e~ aus.uon or. playmg two
consecut1ve mghts w1th only one
b f
h
f
day o rest ': ore t e next gai11e
was clearly evident. on
face of
the Cuban Nationals coach
Carmello O~t':ga.
.
More nol!clble than the fal!gue.d
face of Ortega was the play of his
tean1.
Ortega sat uncomfortably amidst
a handful of reporters in the

foul-marred ball game.
"The team here is very good,"
Orte a said: "They had the adg
·
L b
vantage all the way. The o o
defense is very good."
Ortega. said he felt his tean1 lost
in the fir.st three minutes of the
game because of the referees. It's
certain not one of 17,285 fans who
attended the game will agree to this.
Assistant Lobo coach John
Whisenant said, "We stuck pretty
much to our game plan which was
to use the full court press and
establish it well'."
Whisenant said head coach Norm
Ellenberger didn't want the Lobos
to play as if they knew what the
score was. "Once the team knew
far
ahead
they
how
were,' 'Whisenant said, "They
slowed down. We wanted the team
to stay in a motion of offense
setup."
With 7:49 left in the first half,
Ellenberger called a time out to
settle his players down. At this
point, the 'Pack had doubled the
Cuban's score as UNM led 50-25.
The Lobos resumed its motion
offense and went into the
lockerroom with a commanding 7335 lead. At the buzzer, reserve
guard Gregg Polinsky fired in a 30foot shot that brought a some-what
sleeping crowd to its feet.
Beginning the second half, Cuba
came out a little more motivated as
it s'liced the 38-point Lobo lead to
26. Chants from the student section
of "we want two" were all Marvin
Johnson needed as he pumped in
four quick points and Willie
Howard added two to bring the
. '" 'Pack's margin up to 32.
Ellenberger substituted freely
clearing his bench when his starters,
LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushnor
Johnson,
Howard, Michael
Cuban player Tomas Herrerra attempts to drive by
Cooper,
Jimmy
Allen and Mark
Lobo guard Russell Saunders during Friday's-game
Felix needed a rest.

t?e

LUO•U pJ,OtO by MDI'K

p,,u/s,.n

Lobo full back Tim Johnson (32) eludes· .Cowboy
linebacker Ken Fantetti (86)
Mazzone said.
and UNM never touched the ball
With 2:07 left in the game, and again.
the Lobos trailing 23-14, Mazzone
It took Wyoming about 12
,
completed a 42-yard scoring strike
minutes of the third quarter to
to tight end Chris
Combs.
undo the 30-minutes of the first
'
k'
k ff
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pen, you just play your cards," Wyoming on its own 32-yard line

half
had
usedas to
build
up its
14-0 UNM
halftime
lead,
Marc
Cousins
came off the bench and quar.terbacked two touchdown drives. ·
Defensive end Charles Baker sat
in front of his locker with a confused look on his face and said, "I
don't kriow. We just got too cocky
and blew the thing."
Baker was credited for nine
tackles and a sack, while linebacker
Gabe Chavez wa busy with six
tackles and two sacks.
Mandt said, "They ran a lead
play, which they hadn't used
before, where they gave it to the
second man through, and that was
a little different in the second
half."
"We had a lot of of people play

..

continued on page 11

Runners
Compete

3 tambinatian lurritas D3Tatas

I•

If you want a super happy family, bring 'em to Taco
Villa for some Wednesday night happiness - taco and
combo burritos, three of each for just $2.44.
They're the tasty treats you always find at Taco Villa
- big, hearty portions chock full of goodness that's
sure to make everybody's tummy say, "Thanks a lot!"

sues uau fram tba '111111111S"
2608 Central, S.E.

More than 90 people braved bad
weather at the UNM North Golf
Course Saturday morning at the
first annual Intramural Turkey
Trot sponsored by Budweiser.
Runners in five age categories ran
a distance of three miles around the
edge of the golf course.
Terry Linton, a spokesman for
UNM Intramurals said, "We were
shooting for 100 people but 90 is
not bad, considering the weather. I
was real pleased by the turnout."
The first five runners in each
category received awards for their
top finishing. First prize in each
division was a turkey, second place
was a Budweiser cooler, third place
was a Budweiser mug, fourth place
was Bud Man belt buckle and fifth
place was a Bud Man license plate.
The top five runners in the men's
17-20 division were, in order of
finish:
Mike Romero, Mike
Slattery, Terry McCabe, Carlos
Marquez and Russell Golightly.
In the women's 17-20 division,
the winners were: Ingrid Hayden,
Claudia Treadwell, Carol Thomas,
Peggy Cruz and Allison Anderson. .
In the men's 21-26 division, the
winners were: Marlowe Eldridge,
Mark Bjorklund, Joey Vigil, Gary
Huss, and Rob Grebble.
In the women's 21-27 group, the
winners were: Angie Prater, Arian
Pergenzern, Mindy Sherwood,
Marla Higgins, and Leslie·
Anderson-Lee.
Winners in the men's 27-37 age
group were: Rick Warren, Ron
Mccurley, Roy Luna, Dennis
Jackson and Alex Garcia. Women
winners in 28-37 years were: Odette
Bonnet, Kathy Zipf, Elene
Kaufman, Clair Sponhein and
Cecilia Dai!.
Faculty men who placed in the 3848 division wee: Byron Dieterle,
Joel Jones, Cliff Crawford, George
Winchell and Gil Merkx.
Mary Loot was the only runner in
the 49 and over age group.

the game Friday night explaining
his squad's 136-88 drubbing by the
L0 bo .
s
.
.
Puffing on a c1gar which had an
expensive aroma to it, Ortega said,
"We didn't get to bed until 1
Thursday morning and were up at
five in the morning to get here.
Undoubtedly we were tired."
It took the Cuban team 7:23
before it scored a field goal. By
then the Lobos had built a 27-8lead
s first

Johnson who led all scorers With
33 points said, "I was satisfied with
the way ! played. They (Cuba)
I d
h · I b t I
P aye very P YSICa u
guess
that's their style of ball. International ball is a lot tougher than
college. We just went out there to
play and play hard."
Phil Abney, a lanky 6-5 Junior
College transfer from Pensacola,
Fls., said, "Playing in the Arena is
different from JC ball games.
There is so much motivation here."

Russell Saunders, Abney's
teammate from Florida, said, "I
dug everything about the crowd.
Th
d f 1"
. ey were won er u .
Lobos scoring in double figures
Friday night were Johnson, 33;
Howard, 21; Cooper, 17;Allen, 15;
Abne~, 12, and Wil Smiley, 10.
Fehx Morrales, C';lba's s.tar
center who scored 16 pomts agamst
Marquette in the Cuban's opener of
the U.S. tour, was held to only four
points.
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RACO!d._ET & HEALTH CLUB

Open Today
New Mexico's finest Racquetball
facility
• twelve regulation, air-conditioned racquetballhandball courts • four lighted, outdoor tennis courts • central location directly behind Four Seasons
Motor Hotel • sauna, whirlpool, steam room,
weight room, showers, locker room, massage.

Special Student Rates
Available
Public Welcome
call 266·7781 for reservations or information

Gridders Lose ...
continued from pagfJ 10

l'

well. The lineliJan had to block well
for us to get that many yards
rushing," he said.
Johnson said, "I felt good. I
wanted to contribute anything I
could for the win."
"I think the coaches called a
good game. Wyoming got a few
breaks and took advantage of
them," Johnson said.
Mike Williams, the man Johnson
stepped in for, got something from
his torn-ligament injury besides
pain and the loss of the chances to
break a few school rushing records.
"I always wanted to watch a
game from the press box. It was
different.'' he said.
Mazzone, who has been trading
off the starting job with ·c.J. Jones,
who is suffering from a sore
shoulder, said, "Me and C.J. are as
equal as they come."
"In college, I think, you've gotta
have two quarterbacks. If I'm not
moving the team then he'll come in

and it's the same the other way
around," he said.
Wyoming coach Bill Lewis said,
"It was certainly our best effort of
the year in the second half."
"We were so flat in the first half
I couldn't believe it. We didn't
bleak we didn't run. We acted like
we were confused;" he said.
Wyoming finished the WAC
season with a 4-3 record, while the
Lobos drop to 1-5 in theWAC and
4-7 overall.
WYOMING 23, NEW MEXICO li
First Downs- UNM 22 UW 16; Yards
Rushing- UNM 2.~~~ UW 176; Yards
Pa.sslnll.- UNM 98, uw 67; Toial Offense
- UNM 384, UW 243; Passing- UNM S·
I2-l. UW 5-10.1; R~ Yardage- UNM
71. UW 102; Finn •·Lost - UNM 7·2
uw
2.0; Penaltfes. ards- UNM 2·25'
UW 5-4oLPunts·Average- UNM 3-333'
UW 3-JB.r.
' '
WYoming
0 0 14 9-23
NewMeiJco .
01407-21
UNM - Preston lleMard pass from
Mazzone (Hal'!les kick}; UNM- Tim
Johnson 6 run {Haynes kick)j UW- Marc
Cousins 3 run (Dan ChristoJl!)ulcs kick)·
UW- Tony caldwell 24 run (Christopou!
los kick); UW -FG Christopoulo~~~]JW
- Cousins 24 hln (kick failed)• ur<M Chris Combs 42 pass from Mazzone
(Haynes,~?£!<);.
.

A Jive Turkey Night
In The

s
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COLLEGE
OF FINE ARTS

In The Student Union
Building Basement

Wednesday, November 23
A Thanksgiving Party
With The Fantastic Funk Of

ltltiU

~ UNM Students: The Deadline to
- Apply for Admission for Spring § 1978 is Wednesday, November
~
.
30, 1977
e
=
=

=
Applications are available in the
=College of Fine Arts Advisement Center ..
=

IY

=

Fine Arts Center, room 1103.
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Two 10-Pound Turkeys Will
Be Given Away To Lucky
Ticli.et Holders

IHII IPII I! 1:18 P.ML.
Ad11tission Prices
Students S1.00 each
(With 1.0., Plus One Guest)
Public $2.00 e~clt
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Rat•11 15c p•t wotd p•t d~y. Jl minimum.
5 PI mot• cona•cutlv• days,
9c p•r word p•r-day
(no r•funda If can,c•l•d b•fot• 5 lna•ttlona).
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QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholn~tic. Chuns& tables. 345-2125.
12/2
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now,
Call r•ENM R42-5200,
tfn
1 YPING; MA, English, on.campus. 296-8564.
fs
SllRVE In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277-5907. fs
TYPING, lsi quality. 883-7787.
trn
EXPERT TYPING. Reasonnblc rates, 266-3953.
ll/18
R£ll.IABLE TYPING. 60c per page, 881-7546. 12/2
KINKO'S TYPING SllRVICE (IBM Selectric), and
of course, copies. 268-8515.
12/1
C.LASSICAI. GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
11/23
Beginners welcome. 266-9291.
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
()allery Is Vz block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service,
11/21
LllGALSERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical Law
Progrum offers legal services for students and staff.
Furnished by qualified Jaw students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose
assets and income do not exceed established guide·
Jines. $2.00 registration fee. Call 277-2913 or 2773604 for information and appointments.
11/2I

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Righi to Choose, 294·
0171,
12/3
Monday' Nile Football, Dog's, Suds, Green Chllie
Stew all at Ned's!
11/ZI
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutions. Cuocy Optical
Compnny, 255·8736,
tfn
GAY LIIJI1RATION 'CLUB starling Thurs. 7-12
p.m.; Sun. 2·10 p.m. Gaysot•ly. 255-4409.
11/22
SINGLE? Meet sincere members oftl1c opposite sex.
Call DATELINE toll· free: 800·451-3245.
ll/28
SUNLAND ALBUQUERQU!l MAGAZINE seeks
human interest stories; fiction, poetry, art work,
photographs concerning history, cultures, present
lifestyles of Southwest. Contact Henry Woodall,
265-8170 or Kathy Thompson, 821·4171. Mailing
address: 1816 Kirby Court, Albuquerque, N.M.
871 12.
12/2
INT!lRNATIONAL THANKSGIVING FEAST.
Sundance Cafe, 127 Harvard SE, I p.m. • 5 p.m.
For Information & reservations, call2SS·0986.
ll/23
SKATEBOARD CITY has a full line of boards
truc~s, wheels, safety gear, & many accessor.ics.
OPEN 12·5 p.m. weckdnys, 11-S p.m. Saturday.
106 Morningdside NE, 255-4336,
ll/29
DAD Sorry I missed St. Swlthin's [sic] Day. But I
wo~'t forget it again If you tell me when ills. P.S.
Who bought Reggie Jac~son's VW?
II /21
GllORGIA O'KEEFE - her work, her words
$15.95
UNM Bookstore.
ll/21
TERRIBLET: You thrill me.
ll/21
BEAKER, it's TTOY (or even TTOM). Heh heh heh ..
The Bags
.
' I 1/21
CHRISTMAS CARDS - Spanish & Englislt greetings -the UNM Bookstore Gift Department.
11/21
WANTED. Active members for Tl1e Committee for
the On-going Revolution. Don't just stand there)
Do something! Join Nowl For lnformution write,
COMFORT, 605 W. 47th Street, Kansas City, MO.
64112.
11/21

4.

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid, City bus servi~e down
Central available. Apartment includes. modern
kitchen. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises. 12901 Central NE. 299·0434.
12/2
2 BLOCKS TO UNM. I bedroom, $115.00; utilities
paid, Valley RcJ]tals, 262-1751. $30.00 fee.
11/23
I BEDROOM. Walk to UNM. Fireplace, all utilities
inc,, $155.00. Valley Rentals, 262-1751. $30.00 fee.
11123
BIKE TO CLASS. NE I bedroom, semi-furnished,
$115.00. No lease. Valley Rentals, 262·1751. $30.00
fee.
11/23
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2 bedroom apt. ncar
UNM. $85,00/month. Patricia DiVasto, 243-4088,
) 1/21
ONE BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe I bedroom, twin or
double beds. $185.00. Varsity Hiluse, 141
Columbia SE, 268.0525.
12/1
QUIET ONE BEDROOM. Minutes to UNM. Fenced
yard, $120.00; part utilities paid. Valley Rentals,
262-1751.$30.00 fee.
11/23
LARGE 2 BEDROOM HOUSE: 411 Cedar Sll. Close
to UNM.' 50.00/monthly. Available Dec. I, 1977.
Call296·7120.
11/28
HOUSE ON CAMPUS; Dec. lst, $350.00 plus
utilities. Inquire 108 Arne SE or after 6 p.m. 831-4417,292-3476.
11/21
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the studying. 303 Ash NE, 243·
2881.
11/21

2. LOST AND FOUND
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
fs
LOST: female puppy; beige white chest, white tip tall.
Lost Friday, ll/11. Rcward.247-2848.
11/21
FOUND: small black male dog, curly haired, Call
265·4061, mornings best.
11121
REWARD FOR RETURN of orange windbreaker
'
left in library, Monday, 11/14. Jeff, 294-3453,11121
LOST: Male Alaskan Malamute Black & White.
Carlisle & Indian School. 266,7142. REWARD.
11123
FOUND: ncar Woodward Hall, black satin sash
11/28
(clerical?). Claim Marron Hall, Rm, 105,
FOUND: 4 keys on ring ncar AFROTC ofOce. Claim
1901 Las Lomas or call Dee at 277-4602.
11128
FOUND: Wilrord Henry's wallet & J.D. Claim
Marron Hall, Rm. lOS.
11/29

butterfield

HOUSING

5.

FORSA'LE

matron Hall rm. 105

MAXELL UD C-90 casselles. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week, Fireny,
Box75B3, 87104,256-1495.
IU2
20 US!ll) POitTABLE TV's, $30.00 to $60,00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987:
.
1/27
HARR.IS TWEED sport coats; highest quality wool,
from $50.00 plus. Silks, beads, leathers, imported
clothing. Freed Co., 415 Central Ave., NW, Albu~
qtterque, N.M.
I 1121
EKTA·SOUNI) CAMERA & PROJECTOR, Never
usc<!, $250.00 for both. Call265·4836.
tl /30
1969 BMW 2002. Runs good, good gas mileage, 4spced, 4 cylinder.$ I ,495.00, 242-2130,
11/21
SUPER FIAT X 1/9 1976, New condition through·
, out. Call Mark after6 p.m. 266-2527,
Il/21
1974 R75/6 BMW MOTORCYCLE. Excellent, under
wholesale. Reek, 298-0078.
1 I 122
SOFA FOR SALE. $20.00, Call266-7308,
11122
NEW ARRIVALS. Top quality vests; reg. price
$15,00, now, only $3.95 - while they last at
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE across
from campus. 266-6872.
It /23
TEAC 40 I OS reel/reel. Excellcn't condition, 255·3122.
11/23
.
1973 MAZDA 2-door coupe, Excellent condition:
just had new brakes, A/C, AM·FM casselle stereo,
power antenna & rear window de-fogger. Asking
below blue book, $1350.00 or best offer. 294-3177.
II /23
DODGE VAN, 318 V-8 automatic, radio & heater.
$1,000 or best offer. 293·5942
11/23
EMBELLISH YOUR LOBES with earrings by Julian
at a price you can afrord; on ihe UNM Mall, 11-1
p.m. weekdays,
11/23
1972 MOB CONVERTIBLE. New radials, AM/FM.
Must sell below book. 821·0099.
II /28
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION, 1965 Dart S·W6,
$175.00. 294·0850.
11/21
BED, BRAND NAME -SEALY, Good condition,
$25.00. Call before 9 a.m. or artcr 5:30 p.m. 2946635. •
11/29

Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Em·
~~~
1212
PART TIME stockers - clerks, must be over 21.
Graduate studeMs only. Apply in person, Save· way
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lom<~s Blvd, NE; 5516 Menual
Blvd. NE,
1212
WAITRESS NEEDED for lunch. Enthusiastic,
personable individual will make bucks. Apply in
person at Mr. Steak, 1400San Pedro NE.
I 1/29

7.

CAR POOL, Santa Fe to UNM on full time schedule.
Dr. Brysk, 277·5155.
11/21
FLYING TO OKLAHOMA CiTY for Thanksbiving
Holidays - have plane, need passengers to share
expenses. Mark, 296·7897.
I I/23

STEREO one-year-old. KENWOOD
PIONEER - DUAL. Like new. Warranty. Cost
$835.00 new; $425.00, or offer. 420 Espanola SE,
Apt, A.
II /29
1966 CHEVROLilT STATION WAGON, $250.00 or
best offer. Call between I and 6 p.m. 266·3019.
11/29

6.

TRAVEL

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PllACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277-5907.
·
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
12/2
Hours ncxiblc. Call S.I.A., 242·5261,
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Waiter &
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply in person, Coronado Center. Part or full
12/f
time, day or nightshirts.
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-In·
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clcrk·typlsls, Pay: $2,30/hr. ~ 28/hr, Apply through Work-Study OfOcc, Mesa

5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
.
25
26
28
32
37
38
39
41
42
45
48
50

ACROSS
Actress Maria ....
Charles----:
Eng, author
Prankish
youngster
Algerian
seaport
Inter---·:
Among other
things
Asian capital
Musicians'
milieu
Related on
mother's stde
Unable to act
Put in good
order
Some Japanese-Americans
Musical
symbols
Flog
Put in order
Burdensome
conditions
..... show:
Peepshow
Intent
Automobile
Adjective
suffix
Sorority
members
Lowerlngs
in rank
Deprives
of rank
Impetuosity

51 Swerves
54 Condit'ion
of life
58 Profane
62 Burdened
63 Turn away
64 Cole was
one:2word
66 Samuel .....
Telegraph
promoter
67 Drama
68 Being in
addition
69 Diminish
gradually
70 Shoppers'
mecca
71 Future crop
source

ental 'TNlvel Centre [265-9860]. Thanks unyway
ll/23
LOBO?
SO YOU'RE FINALLY GOING HOME. You'll get
there fustcr If you adyertlse in l11e .LOBO's Travel
section. 277·5656.
ll/23

8 .. MISCELLANEOUS

r

WEAVE\ your own X·mas gifts- quick, inexpensive,
unusual, two December workshops- the Weaver's
Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9tOO.
11/23
FREE KITTENS, 82!.6672 after 5 p.m.
I 1/23
I AM LOOKING for a 1970 or 1971 Datsun 240-Z.
Contact Gary King weekdays after 5 p.m. at 2966515.
1212
WANTED: 2·3 man rubber raft. 268-2822 after 6,
I I /2 I

FRIDAY Puzzle Solved:'

~B.,:;.

13 Patchy in
color
DOWN
18 Swine en..... Goodfelclosures
low: Puck
22 Naval in2 Asian'native
signia
3 Weather24 Area of
cocks
squalid
4 Actor Dana
housing
27 Trampled
5 Ancient ian- 29 Septet less
. guage: Abbr.
four
6 Winglike
30 Notfat
7 Underground 31 Congers
worker
32 Moccasins
B Symbol of
33 Mob violence
authority
34 Cuchulain's
9 Provide with
wife
cover
35 Midi season
10 Relative of
36 " ..... of
rummy
These Days"
11 Med. course 40 Assumed
12 Jot
function

43
44
46
47
49
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
65

Separate
Apparition
Flavorful
Amounts
ingested
Weight of
India
Inclined
passages
Inscribed up·
right slab
Situated in
the axis
Up-tight
Moved grad·
ually
Moist
Bacchanals'
cry
Spanish
artist
Of an age
Kind of grass
II

12
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•.. where comparative shoppers buy their Diamonds

liRTQlRVED

Diamond Rings
for classic loves
and discerning tastes

•

STUDENT TERMS

• Sun. - SOc Ladies Drinks - A:JI Nigh
• Mon. - 25c Drinks For All - 10-12 pm
• Tues. - Schnapps Drin.lcing Contest
• This Week - H. Hopper Band

•
I

L

.A .f!UJ~ dJ'iuklng, ~li:.bment
5001 Lomas N.E. 268·9655,

